
´´Blueprint``- a thought-provoking story, told by the first human 

clone, speaking about her life and the cruelty of not having an 

own identity. 

``You are my life“ 

The extremely thought- provoking novel “Blueprint“, written by Charlotte Kerner, 

takes place in the near future, in Lübeck and Hamburg. It tells the story of the gifted 

pianist Iris and her daughter Siri. Iris suffers from a bad disease and because she 

does not want her talent to disappear with her death, she has herself cloned. Imagine 

that you are at the same time identical twins and mother and daughter! The story is 

told from two different perspectives, in the third person, and from the perspective of 

the clone-daughter Siri. She talks about her life as the first human clone and 

describes the cruelty of not having an own identity.  

Siri Sellin is a clone, but calls herself "Blueprint". Everything starts with Iris Sellin and 

Professor Fisher creating this new life in a Petri dish without any sperm. Nine month 

later a little Sellin is born, not knowing that she already has a predetermined, lived 

before life . Iris gives the newborn her own name - read backwards. Like Iris before, 

Siri grows up fatherless. When Siri is only a couple of months old, Iris hires a Nanny 

called Daniela Hausmann (Dada), she has a four-year-old son Janeck, who becomes 

Siri’s big brother Janne. Eventhough Iris works a lot, giving concerts and writing new 

compositions, Siri has a happy childhood with Dada and Janeck. Iris starts, teaching 

her daughter how to play the piano really early, so that she can one day continue her 

life´s work and follow in her footsteps. The two often sit together at the piano (called 

Mr.Black), playing Iris´ composition ``Tautropfen“, which she wrote for her daughter. 

On the one hand Siri describes the atmosphere between herself and her mother as 

the total unity and closeness, like between identical twins, but she also feels the 

pressure given by Iris when she observes the development of her clone. Iris plays a 

so-called ``DuIch“ game with her daughter in which they look at each other in the 

mirror. No one can deny that they look more and more identical over the years. Iris 

also often uses the term `` You are my life“ to show Siri how much she loves and 

needs her. This calls the reader´s attantion to how strange their relationship must be. 

And how connected their lives actually are, because there is only a small gap 

between Siri´s and Iris´ lifes. Siri enjoys these games in the beginning, but at the 

same time suffers from the fact that her mother does not see her as an independent 

being. Siri is seven when Iris has her first  MS exacerbation. As a result, Iris focuses 

more on her goal for Siri being a great pianist and bringing her to this point. Siri 

accepts this planned future. She has inherited the talent and enthusiasm for music. 

Siri sometimes watches her mother´s concerts and badly wishes to become a pianist 

too. As Iris tells the 8-year-old Siri they will someday give a concert together,she 

practise a lot and enjoys being close to her mother and the feeling of unity. 

Nevertheless, she wants her mother to see her as Siri. During puberty, the outside 

similarities between mother and daughter become more and more obvious. While Siri 

is looking for her own identity that she can't find, the mother, who is getting sicker, is 

suffering from comparing herself with her own living reflection, which is young and 

beautiful. Because of their lives, personalities and natures being nearly identical,for a 

short time they are also in love with the same man. Siri fails her own first concert, 



while her ill mother is kind of glad about that. Siri escapes to her friend Janeck in 

Hamburg and stops playing the piano. She tries to be and look as contrary to her 

mother as possible and searches for her own identity, while suffering from a strong 

depression. Iris tries to persuade her daughter to come back to her. As Iris gets 

sicker Siri starts to visit her.   

To find out if Siri somehow finds her own identity and the place where she belongs 

and how her story will come to a good end I would really recommend to read this 

great book. It is a great story. The author wrote fantastically, about this not yet 

existing connection between two people, mother and daughter, original and Blueprint. 
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